PROPOSAL 15
5 AAC 75.075. Sport fishing services and sport fishing guide services; salt water license and fresh water registration requirements; regulation of activities; 75.076. Sport fishing guide and operator reporting requirements; and 75.077. Sport fishing guide vessel registration requirements.
Prohibit reselling of guide services by anyone other than licensed guides, as follows:

Only Licensed, & registered fishing guides & Guide businesses are allowed to sub-contract fishing trips to other licensed, & registered fishing guides & businesses.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Unlicensed, & unregistered Fishing guide services & businesses, selling, & sub contracting fishing trips without a guide license or being a registered guide business. This is unfair competition to licensed guide businesses, & also a consumer protection issue to anglers, This is also a determent to the orderly development, & operational conduct of a fishery.

PROPOSED BY: Mel Erickson (EF-F19-053)
******************************************************************************
*This proposal will be heard at the LCI and UCI meetings, and deliberated at the UCI meeting.*